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SUMMARY
An investigation was undertaken to determine the effect of chamber
and propellant feed temperatures on the starting characteristics of hy-
drogen peroxide thrust chambers. Start delay times for two types of
thrust chamber designs in the i- to 24-pound-thrust range were obtained
over a range of chamber and propellant feed temperatures from 30 ° to
i00 ° F. Start delay times obtained during the fffrst minute of catalyst
bed life and again after 6 minutes of total accumulated running time are
presented as a f,_ction of chamber and propellant feed temperatures.
The initial cold-start delay time of the hydrogen peroxide thrust
chambers investigated was approximately 0.150 second to attain 90 per-
cent of steady-state chamber pressure at chamber and propellant feed
temperatures of 70 ° F and above. Both thrust chamber designs could be
started at chamber and propellant feed temperatures as low as S0 ° F;
start delay times did_ however_ generally increase at low temperatures.
When the chamber was at an elevated temperature from a preceding firing_
the start delay time was reduced to approximately 0.050 secondj indicat-
ing a marked effect of chamber temperature at constant propellant feed
temperatures. Accumulated run time affected the starting characteris-
tics only when both the chamber and propellant feed temperatures were at
reduced levels.
INTRODUCTION
Since 19SS_ when the X-I series experimental aircraft reached alti-
tudes where conventional aerodynamic surfaces were inadequate for con-
trol purposes_ forces developed by catalytic decomposition of 90 percent
hydrogen peroxide in small rocket thrust chambers have been used exten-
sively to provide attitude control at high altitudes. The X-IB used 75-
pound-thrust hydrogen peroxide rockets mounted on the wing tips to
2provide control forces. The reaction control system for the X-IS re-
search airplane also incorporates hydrogen p_roxide rockets. Presently_
hydrogen peroxide reaction control systems h_ve been incorporated for
the space vehicles of Projects Mercury_ Scou_ and Centaur. These vehi-
cles will use hydrogen peroxide rockets with thrust ranging from i to
i00 pounds to produce functions of (i) vehic_e alinement prior to firing
final stages_ (2) pitch over and initial stabilization in orbit_ (5) or-
bit attitude control_ ($) vehicle alinement _rior to retrorocket firing_
and (5) attitude control during reentry.
The starting delay_ or response time_ o_ hydrogen peroxide control
rockets becomesan important consideration i_ the design of a reaction
control system to perform these functions. _xcess_ve start delay times
would impair the automatic reaction control _ystemperformance and result
in trajectory errors_ destabilization during orbital and reentry modes,
and touchdown errors. Also_ long start dela/ times result in an increase
in propellant consumption.
The investigation described herein was undertaken to determine the
starting characteristics of representative cDmmercial production samples
of the reaction control thrust chambersof P_oject Mercury. Three dif-
ferent size thrust chambersfor each of two lifferent catalyst bed de-
signs were evaluated on the basis of startin_ characteristics and cata-
lyst bed endurance. The catalyst bed configurations investigated were
(i) a straight through-flow catalyst bed consisting of nickel screen
coated with a silver-gold alloy, and (2) a catalyst bed consisting of
silver screen activated with samariumnitrate and incorporating a pre-
heater. The thrust sizes of the motors investigated were i_ 6, and 2_
pounds. The investigation was conducted over a range of thrust chamber
and propellant feed temperatures from 50° tc i00 ° F.
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APPARATUS
Thrust Chambers
Schematic drawings of the hydrogen peroxide thrust chamber configu-
rations investigated are shown in figures i and 2. The basic components
are a propellant distribution plate; a decomposition chamber_ which con-
tains the catalyst; and a nozzle. The hydrc_en peroxide is decomposed
in passing through the catalyst_ forming su_e_leated steam and gaseous
oxygen. The gases are discharged through tke nozzle_ converting the
thermal energy of the decomposition products into the useful kinetic en-
ergy of an exhaust jet.
The three configuration A thrust chambcrs_ shown in figure i_ had
straight through-flow catalyst beds designed for a bed loading of approx-
imately 20 (ratio of the po_mds of propellart flow per minute to the
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cross-sectional area of the catalyst bed in square inches). The catalyst
bed consisted of disks of nickel screen electroplated with an alloy of 99
percent silver and i percent gold. The disks were packed into cups or
cartridges and installed in the decomposition chamber. The number of
cartridges and the mesh description of the disks employed for each size
chamber are indicated on figure i. To prevent channeling of the propel-
lent flow, the cartridges were so designed that the flow from one car- -
tridge to another would be directed toward the center of the catalyst
bed. Also, the design was such that, when the bed was assembled, pres-
sure from one cartridge to another caused the upstream end of the car-
tridge to flare and form a seal with the thrust chamber wall.
The configuration B thrust chambers, shown in figure 2_ were de-
signed for a bed loading of approximately i0. The catalyst material was
silver screen activated with a treatment of samarium nitrate. The cata-
lyst bed details are indicated on the figure. In this design_ the pro-
pellant was injected radially into a silver screen scroll preheater and
then was directed axially through the main catalyst bed. The catalyst
bed was designed for an interference fit with the chamber wall to pre-
vent channeling of the propellant flow along the edges of the bed.
Environmental Compartment
A photograph of the test installation is presented in figure 3. The
test installation consisted of an insulated compartment enclosing the
propellant tank, instrumentation, associated valves and piping_ and the
hydrogen peroxide thrust chamber. The various environmental temperature
levels were obtained by either admitting carbon dioxide into the compart-
ment or by circulating the ambient air through an electric heater with a
blower. Adjustable temperature sensors, which operated the electric
heater and the valves that admitted carbon dioxide into the compartment,
automatically controlled the compartment ambient temperature to within a
degree of the desired value. The decomposition products of the thrust
chamber were ducted from the nozzle and discharged into the atmosphere.
Instrumentation
A diagrammatic sketch of the hydrogen peroxide flow system and the
location of the instrumentation is shown in figure 4. Measurements of
pressure and temperature were made with high-response instrumentation.
Chamber_ propellant feed_ and propellant tank pressures were measured by
strain-gage transducers and recorded on a direct-reading oscillograph.
Temperatures were measured using iron-constantan thermocouples and re-
corded on self-balancing potentiometers and a direct-reading oscillo-
graph. Electric energy to the fire valve was also recorded on the oscil-
lograph to indicate the position of the fire valve.
Propell_ut and Propellant System
The propellant system (fig. 4) consistent, of a l_-gallon propellant
tank_ shutoff valve_ propellant temperature _:onditloning coil_ and a fire
valve. Associated equipment included pressu:'izing and venting system_
overboard dumpsystem_ propellant fill system_ nitrogen purge system; and
a propellant bleed system. Componentsof th_ propellant system were fab-
ricated of 300 series stainless steel (ref. L). The procedures used for
material passivation and cleaning are descri_ed in references 2 and 5.
The 90 percent hydrogen peroxide used ill this investigation con-
formed to military specification MIL-H-16005
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PROCEDURE
Start delay time of the hydrogen peroxide rocket motors is defined
as the time from application of electrical energy to open the fire valve
to the development of 90 percent of steady-soate chamber pressure.
Start delay time is then dependent upon several factors: namely; the
fire valve opening time_ the time required t_ fill the _olume of the
flow line between the fire valve and the catalyst bed with propellant_
and the time required for decomposition of t_e hydrogen peroxide in the
catalyst bed. Fast response valves closely zoupled to the motor were
used to minimize the time lag due to flow system hardware. Examination
of instrumentation traces shows that system time lag did not exceed
0.030 second.
Each thrust chamber was subjected to a series of tests consisting
of (i) initial cold-start tests; (2) cyclinE, or endurance testsj and
(S) cold-start tests after endurance tests. The initial cold-start tests
consisted of determining starting characteristics for each thrust chamber
over a range of chamber and propellant feed temperatures from 50 ° to i00 o
F. At each temperature level investigated_ five or more runs were made
in order to account for experimental inaccuracies. After completion of
the initial start tests_ the thrust chamber was then subjected to cycling
tests simulating operation of a "bang-bang" reaction control system. The
cyoling tests for the 24- and 6-pound-thrus? chambers consisted of 50 cy-
cles of operation at each of three propellart feed temperatures (_0o_
70°_ and iO0 ° F). A cycle consisted of i second "on" and 20 seconds
"off." Also_ the thrust chambers were subjected to two periods of con-
tinuous operation for 50 seconds at rated clamber pressure. The config-
uration A 1-pound-thrust chamber was subjecled to 2000 consecutive cy-
cles of operation. Each cycle consisted of 0.2 second "on" and 60 sec-
onds "off." A third of the test was run at each of three propellant feed
temperatures (40 °, 70 °, and i00 ° F). Cold-_tart delays were then again
obtained after completion of the endurance tests to determine the effect
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of accumulated run time on starting characteristics. The endurance tests
and the cold-start tests after endurance were not completed for the con-
figuration B 1-pound-thrust chamber. Additional s_mples of configuration
A thrust chambers of each thrust size were subjected to the cold-start
tests to determine the degree of reproducibility of the start delays from
one sample cat<_yst bed to another.
The tests were initiated by establishing a temperature level in the
environmental test chamber and allowing the propellant and hardware to
condition to the desired temperature. For the cold-start tests_ the ca-
talyst bed was purged with nitrogen to remove any products of decomposi-
tion from the previous firing. After the catalyst bed was purged_ the
propellant system was filled to the fire valve by allowing the trap_ed ni-
trogen to escape through the propellant bleed system. The thrust chamber
was fired manually by applying electric energy to the fire valve; the
duration of the firing was controlled by a timer. Cycling of the fire
valve for the endurance tests was accomplished by means of automatic se-
quencing timers.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Start-Delay Characteristics
Typical oscillograph records of cold-start tests of a hydrogen per-
oxide 24-pound-thrust chamber (configuration A) at two environmental tem-
perature conditions are presented in figure 6. Electric energy to open
the fire valve is indicated by the step in the fire valve voltage trace.
Timing lines of O.lO0-second interval are included on the figure. The
dip in the feed pressure trace indicates that the fire val_e had opened
and propellant flow (considered herein as being indicated by the feed
pressure) had been established approximately 0.015 second after the volt-
age was applied to open the fire valve. Examination of the feed pressure
trace during the end of the initial pulse in figure 5(a) shows that the
propellant flow was terminated approximately 0.025 second after the elec-
tric energy to the fire valve was interrupted. The pressure oscillations
observed at the termination of each pulse can be attributed to the en-
trapped gases in the feed pressure measuring transducer.
Figure 5(a) shows an oscillograph record of 1-second duration pulse
tests with the thrust char_ber and propellant feed at 40o F. The thrust
chamber required about 0.700 second to attain 90 percent of steady-state
chamber pressure as shown by the first pulse of the test record. Thus_
although the thrust chamber was sequenced for 1-second operation_ the
start delay time resulted in a thrust chamber operating time of only
0.300 second. After 20 seconds had elapsed_ a second pulse of 1-second
duration was made with the thrust chamber at an elevated temperature_
which resulted from the preceding pulse; propellant feed temperature was
6maintained at _0° F. The start delay time of the second pulse was re-
duced to 0.075 second. The start delay times of succeeding pulses were
f_%her reduced to an average value between 0.0_0 to 0.050 second. Thus_
at a constant propellant feed temperature, th_ starting characteristics
of tile hydrogen peroxide thrust chamberswere greatly affected by thrust
chambertemperature. The effect of both thrust chamber and propellant
feed temperature on cold-start delay times of hydrogen peroxide thrust
chamberscan be observed by comparing the first pulse of the oscillo-
graph records presented in figures 5(a) and (b). Start delay times de-
creased from 0.700 second at an environmental temperature condition of
40° to 0.325 second at an environmental temperature of 60° F.
Records of pulse tests of 0.2-second duration of a configuration A
1-pound-thrust chamberare presented in figurs 6. These data were ob-
tained at an environmental condition of 40o F and a firing frequency of
5 pulses per minute. Negligible chamberpressure was produced by the
initial pulse of 0.2-second duration_ however_ the thrust chamberskin
temperature had increased to approximately 150° F prior to the second
p_se. After 20 seconds, a second pulse of 0.2-second duration was made,
which resulted in a buildup to 90 percent of steady-state chamberpres-
_ure in 0.160 second and increased the thrust chambertemperature to ap-
proximately 250° F. The third pulse attained 90 percent of steady-state
chamberpressure in 0.!00 second. The start delay time of succeeding
pulses was reduced to approximately 0.050 second.
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Effect of Temperature on Star_ Delay Time
Cold-start delay times measured with the three different size con-
figuration A and B chambers are presented in figures 7 to 12 as a func-
tion of chamber and propellant feed temperature. The results of endur-
ance tests to determine the effect of accumulated run time on the cata-
lyst bed are presented in an abbreviated forn in tables I and II. Cham-
ber pressure_ feed pressure_ pressure drop across the bed_ and start de-
lay time are tabulated at various values of _otal accumulated run time
for three different size thrust chambers of _oth designs, with the ex-
ception of the configuration B l-pound-thrus_ chamber.
Figures 7(a), 8(a), and 9(a) present start delay times of configu-
ration A thrust chambers in 2A-_ 6-, and !-pcund-thrust sizes, respec-
tively. The curves represent the upper limil of cold-start delay times
measured with several catalyst beds of each thrust size. The solid
curves represent the upper limits of cold-st_,rt delay times for the
first sample bed; the dashed curves with no cata point represent the
limits with the second and third sample beds. These data were obtained
during the first minute of accumulated run t_me. Examination of the
curves with data points shows that considerable scatter in start delay
times occurred at all three thrust levels. Although only limited data
were obtained with the additional sample beds, a similar scatter would
0!
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be expected. An even greater variation in starting characteristics was
experienced with different samples of the same catalyst bed. For exam-
ple_ variations in start delays of 0.200 to 1.200 second were obtained
with two sample 24-pound-thrust chambers at the same environmental con-
dition of 40 ° F (fig. 7(a)). For all three sizes of configuration A
thrust chamber_ the spread in the start delay time data was reduced as
the chamber and propellant feed temperatures were increased. At chamber
and propellant feed temperatures of 70° F and above_ the start delays of
the hydrogen peroxide thrust chambers were reproducible within 0.050 sec-
ond. At these higher temperatures_ approximately 0.150 second was re-
quired to attain 90 percent of steady-state chamber pressure.
Figures 7(b), 6(b), and 9(b) present start delay times of the thrust
chambers after approximately 6 minutes of accumulated run time. In most
cases; accumulated run time adversely affected the starting characteris-
tics of the thrust chambers when both the chamber and propellant feed
temperatures were at reduced levels. The start delay times of the 6- and
1-pound thrust chambers increased considerably at chamber and propellant
feed temperatures of 70 ° F and below; while no significant change in
start delay time was obtained for the 24-pound thrust chamber until the
environmental temperature was reduced to 40 ° F. Occasional "flood-outs"_
with no chamber pressure buildup in 2 seconds; were experienced with each
thrust chamber when the chamber and propellant feed temperatures were re-
duced to approximately 40° F. Acc,_mulated run time appeared to have no
effect on starting characteristics at elevated environmental temperature
conditions. The pressure drop across the catalyst bed increased slightly
with accumulated run time (table I).
Figures lO(a), ll(a), and 12 present similar data obtained during
the first minute of operation with the three configuration B thrust cham-
bers for a range of chamber and propellant feed temperature. Only one
sample of each size thrust chamber was investigated. Starting delays of
the thrust chambers were short_ reproducible_ and relatively insensitive
to environmental temperature condition. Approximately 0.150 second was
required to attain 90 percent of steady-state chamber pressure with the
24- and 6-pound thrust chambers at environmental conditions of 60° F and
above (fig. lO(a) and ll(a)). The start delay time of the 1-pound-thrust
chamber at the same environmental condition was 0.350 second. All three
configuration B thrust chambers exhibited a slight increase in start de-
lay time as the environmental temperature was decreased below 60° F. The
increased start delay times obtained with the 1-pound-thrust chamber
(0.300 to 0.400 sec) may be attributed to the fact that the system fill
time was increased as a result of an orifice incorporated by the manu-
facture at the motor inlet (fig. 2(a)), thereby reducing the effective
injection pressure.
Figures iO(b) and ll(b) present the start delay times for the 24-
and 6-pound configuration B thrust chambers_ respectively, after approx-
imately 6 minutes of accumulated run time. The accumulated run time
_dversely affected the starting characterist: cs of the 26-pound chamber;
start delay times (fig. 10(b)) increased rap:idly with decreased emviron-
mental temperature_ and "flood-outs" occurred at chamber and propellant
f_d temperatures of 40 ° F. Accumulated run time had very little effect
on the starting characteristics of the 6-_ou_id-thrust chamber (fig.
ll(b)). The pressure drop acro_ the cataly_t bed increased slightly
for only tile 6 pound thrust ch_f_er with accumulated run time (table ll).
No corresponding data were obta!ned for the __-pound-thrust chamber.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The thrust chamber_ of both configuration A and B designs demon-
_tr_,t_d the capability of starting at reduced chamber- and propellant-
fe_d-temper_ture conditions during the first minute of bed life. The
_t'_rt d_l-v t_me_ of configur_t_on B thrust :_hambers obtained during the
first minute of operation weru _hort_ reprodlcible, and reffatively insen-
sit Lye to environmental condition. However_ only one sample of each
_3ize thrust chamber was investigated. The i_itial start delay times of
configuration A thrust chambers varied greatLy from one sample catalyst
bed to another particularly at reduced envir)nmental conditions. Cer-
tain catalyst beds had short and reproducible start delay times over the
entire range of environmental conditions; otler beds had start delays
that were adversely affected when both the c lamber and _ropellant feed
temperature_ were at reduced levels.
The startin_ characteristics of the configuration A 6- and 1-pound-
thrust chmnbers were adversely affected by a_cumuAated run time at re-
duced chamber s_d propellant feed temperatures; no significant change
w_s observed for the Z4-po:md thrust chamber until the environmental con-
dition was reduced to 40 ° F. The configuratLon B 24-po_mud-thrust cham-
ber was also adversely affected by accumulated run time at environmental
temperature conditions of 60 ° F and below. _o appreciable change was ob-
served for the configuration B 6-po_mud-thrust chamber with accumulated
rm time. "Flood-out" occurred at environmental temperature conditions
of :_pproximatcly 40 ° F for both thrust chamber designs after 6 minutes
of prior accumulated ru_ time. Catalyst bed pressure drop increased with
r:m_ time for most of the thrust chambers investigated.
It :[s believed that the combination of the catalyst bed treatment
with s_mar!<_m nitrate_ the low bed loading e_ployed_ and the preheat de-
sign concept of conf:igurat_on B thrust cham%ers contributed to the
shorter _md more reproducible start delays cbserved with these chambers.
The stewart d_!ay t<_;ts were conducted w_th the thrust chambers ex-
!-o_d to no_ ___tmo:l_;l_or'c condLtions betw_en runs. It is not known to
what ext_nt moi_;tu_',_ and cont:iu_in_mt_; introduced in this way influence
the startin_ ch:_racter;L_',tic,,', and th_, bed life of the thrust chambers.
Aprlicuticn _._f _'uch tl,.ru_:t ch'_mb_rs to a sp_:ce vehicle control system
WO,L_Ld not ont_t{! ::]mii'_tl' (/X]i%)'.:'-_< _('.
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St_MMARY OF RESULTS
The starting characteristics of 90 percent hydrogen peroxide reac-
tion control thrust chambers of two different catalyst bed designs,
herein referred to as configurations A and B, were studied experimentally
over a range of environmental temperatures conditions from 30 ° to i00 o F.
The following results were obtained:
i. In general, the initial cold-start delay times of thrust cham-
bers of both catalyst bed designs investigated was approximately O.ISO
second at environmental temperatures of 70 ° F and above. These thrust
chambers were capable of starting at chamber and propellant feed temper-
atures as low as 30 ° F; however, in some cases start delay times were ad-
versely affected by reduced temperatures.
2. The initial cold-start delay times of configuration A thrust
chambers varied greatly from one sample catalyst bed to another at re-
duced environmental temperature conditions. Certain sample beds produced
short and reproducible start delays over the range of environmental tem-
peratures investigated; other sample beds had start delay times that in-
creased rapidly when the chamber and propellant feed temperatures were
reduced.
S. The initial cold-start delay times of configuration B thrust
chambers were short, reproducible, and relatively insensitive to environ-
mental temperature; however, only one sample of each size thrust chamber
was investigated.
A. Start delay times of the hydrogen peroxide thrust chambers were
significantly affected by thrust chamber temperature at a given propel-
lant feed temperature. At conditions where the chamber was at an ele-
vated temperature resulting from a preceding firing_ the start delay time
decreased to a value of about 0.0SO second.
S. Accumulated run time (6 min) significantly affected starting
characteristics of some of the chambers at reduced chamber and propellant
feed temperatures; no effects were observed at elevated temperatures.
Lewis Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Cleveland, Ohio_ July 29, 1960
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SO
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TABLE I. - ENDURANCE TEST OF 90 PERCENT HYDROGEN
PEROXIDE THRUSTCHAMBERS; CONFIGURATION A
pressure, feed [ drop ! feed temp , I ie_ay,| run time I
]ib/sq in. w pressure, across F sec see
I [ i ib/sq in. ] bed, I I
ib/sq in ,
24 Ib thrust chamber
-- ] , ......
i 248 425 177 ¢8 0.511 i03
2 232 429 197 48
.070 104
5 256 452 196 50 .062 i05
4 254 ¢52 19_ 50 .059 106
5 254 450 i_6 50 .059 I07
20 266 465 197 47 .054 122
21 264 _65 199 47 .055 125
22 265 464 199 47 .057 124
25 264 465 199 47 .052 12S
24 264 460 196 47 .064 126
25 262 ¢57 195 47 .053 127
40 265 465 200 47 .052 142
41 262 463 201 47 .058 145
42 264 464 200 47 .054 144
264 460 196 _8 .052 145
261 458 197 48 .054 146
259 460 201 48 .053 147
264 471 207 69 .051 192
264 468 204 68
.051 19S
265 468 205 69 .053 19_
264 _66 202 69 .051 195
266 468 202 69 .050 196
264 _63 199 70 .051 197
260 465 203 67 .052 212
260 _65 203 67 .055 215
260 461 201 67 .053 214
258 465 205 67 .052 215
260 463 205 68 .049 216
257 458 201 68 .055 217
258 ¢66 208 69 .055 252
258 462 204 69 .054 253
260 458 198 69 .052 254
257 461 204 69 .055 255
257 _58 201 69 .055 256
261 _68 207 69 .053 237
258 464 206 99 .058 282
259 464 205 99 .060 285
262 466 204 99 .059 284
259 _62 205 99 .059 285
259 462 203 99 .068 286
259 ¢58 199 99 .059 287
260 46¢ 204 ZOO .060 302
261 464 205 i00 .060 503258 461 203 i00 .0_9 304
258 458 200 i00 .060 505
257 461 204 i00 .061 506
262 467 205 i00 .060 507
261 467 206 ioo 056 _l_
259 I _67 I 206 100 0_6 _19
260 204 99 .054 321
258 208 99 .054 522
258 209 i00 .058 525
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TABLE I. - Continued. ENDURAHCE TEST OF bO _ERCENT HYDROGEN
R_u---Chamber
P_OXIDE _UST C_hMB_S; COSIGn@ION A
Propellant I-Pressure _opellant StLt ! Acc_ulated
feed i drop feed temp., delay, r_ time_
press_e, 1 acros6 OF I sec sec
ib/sq in. bed, !] I
6 ib thrust ch_ber
2O
31
23
23
24
2.{}
4O
4l
42
43
44
4b
6O
61
68
63
64
81
81
82
S3
8i :
i00
i0!
i0<
iO5
104
120
121
122
123
124
125
• c c_
.to._
186
157
IS 8
Z!7 ! 485
217 ,Ib5
217 453
218 454
218 451
210 450
208 451
210 451
211 450
811 451
200 4bl
208 457
F,O{ 4159
E!O 453
208 45,9
20[) 460
210 454
[dO6 4{:i
211 459
216 45{;
218 ,1.56
£19 ,I[6
2_1 457
[{25 469
283 459
225 4k'.)
225 456
224 460
223 459
233 459
"_':"_' 469
2Z3 ,159
i121 4:}6
"_21 457
2IS 4[,7
_16 4bJ
217 459
217 456
217 459
_16 456
21U 460
218 460
218 469
219 460
219 459
_L__ 2!!! 9s?
236
236
236
256
233
240
845
241
239
241
242
249
251
243
251
251
844
251
248
238
258
237
256
256
256
236
233
236
236
256
256
237
236
235
836
239
243
242
25t_
242
240
241
242,
241
241
240
240
l
52 i O. 490
b2 i .065
52 .061
Io2 .037
s3 i .o:ss
53 .0.52
$3 .035
53 .034
1:3 .036
53 .OSL,
53 .034
55 .054
53 .035
53 .033
53 .034
55 .032
53 .035
80 .037
80 .05S
80 .040
80 .03_
80 .039
80 .040
79 .041
79 .048
79 .043
79 .041
79 043
79 .042
79 .045
79 .046
79 .04S
79 .045
79 .044
7_ .042
i00
i00
i00
i00
i00
i00
i00
I00
i00
i00
i00
i00
133
134
155
156
137
152
155
154
155
156
157
172
175
174
175
176
177
222
223
"224
225
226
227
242
245
244
245
246
247
.049
•047
•051
•044
•048
.047
.053
.O48
262
263
264
265
226
267
312
313
314
315
316
517
346
347
.049 349
.044 I 349
.049 I 350
.044 551 __
bJ
!
0
o4
TABLE I. - Concluded• ENDURANCE TEST OF 90 PERCENT HYDROGEN
PEROXIDE THRUST CHAMBERS; CONFIGURATION A
isIc< tFPressure, I feed I drop I feed temp.,lb/sq in. pressure, I across OFzb/sqin I bed, l
.............. ........llb/sq in.l
i Ib thrust chamber
i
2
3
i01
102
201
202
301
302
401
402
501
5O2
601
602
701
7O2
801 !
802
901
902
i001
1002
llO1
11102 !
1201
1202
1501
11302
1401
1402
1501
1502
16 O1
1602
1701
1702
1801 I
1802 1
1901 I
1902 1
2006 ]
2007_
148
151
167
166
151
149
151
148
144
149
146
146
142
143
147
145
149
149
151
151
153
153
150
151
149
149
150
151
145
147
142
142
138
139
139
138
134
137
136
131
135
131
455
457
455
458
458
448
448
452
452
455
455
457
457
454
454
457
457
458
458
459
459
459
459
460
460
457
457
458
458
462
464
464
464
464
464
465
465
465
465
462
462
465
465
Start-_ Accumulated
delay, f run time_
sec I sec
--- 48
309 48
304 48
291 49
292 49
297 47
299 47
301 47
304 47
306 49
306 49
311 47
311 47
312 48
311 48
310 81
312 81
309 80
309 80
308 80
308 80
306 80
306 80
310 80
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Figure i. - Schematic of configuration A hydrogen peroxide thrust cham_ers.
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Figure 2. - Schematic of configuration B hydrogen peroxide thrust chambers.
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Figure 4. - Flow diagram and instrumentation L_yout of propellant system.
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Figure 5. - Oscillograph records illustrating start delay times at two environmental temperature
conditions for the 24-pound configuration A thrust chamber.
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Figure 7. - Starting characteristics for hydrogen peroxide 24-pound-thrust
chamber. Configuration A.
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Figure I0. - Starting characteristics for hydrogen peroxide
_-pound-thrust chamber. Confi_ation B.
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Figure Ii. - Starting characteristics for hydrogen peroxide _-pound-
thrust chamber. Configuration B.
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Figure 12. - Starting characteristics for hydrogen peroxide 1-pound-thrust
chamber. Configuration B.
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